ACROSS
1 Disadvantage (8)
6 Real (6)
9 Black eye (6)
10 Turnip-like cabbage (8)
11 Setback (8)
12 Tiny alga (6)
13 Useful detail (12)
16 Not excessively (2, 10)
19 Protect (6)
21 Driver or cyclist (4-4)
23 Severe cranial pain (8)
24 Ancient (3-3)
25 Armed outlaw (6)
26 Fundamentally (4, 4)

DOWN
2 Violently shake top of yew to get tree's seed (3-3)
3 Compact disc initially seen to disintegrate (5)
4 Course cooked outside – about time to sparkle (9)
5 Bakery item for little fish, it would seem (7)
6 Little pest lay low after getting a penny (5)
7 Cover for deceptively natural private investigator (9)
8 Place for smoked fish soup one consumed after artist went up (8)
13 Led the way and looked around one working (9)
14 Plates etc for cut of meat stuffed with tips of asparagus with Arborio rice (9)
15 Investor in charge with first element of automotive plant (8)
17 Idiot one hired erroneously without top grade (7)
18 Issue surrounding the Spanish senior academic (6)
20 Meaning to get treatment started after doctor oversees condition (5)
22 Turn over to write in Urdu regularly (5)